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the Business of Software  
Don’t Bring me a Good Idea 
How to sell process changes.
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Y
oU  waN t to  know how to 
get my attention?” Jason 
Kalich asked the audience 
rhetorically. “First off, don’t 
bring me a good idea—I’ve 

already got plenty of good ideas.” Ka-
lich, the general manager of Micro-
soft’s Relationship Experience Divi-
sion, was participating in the keynote 
panel at the Quest Conference in Chi-
cago.a The three industry experts on 
the panel were addressing the question 
asked by the moderator Rebecca Sta-
ton-Reinstein: “How can I get my man-
ager’s buy in (to software quality and pro-
cess change initiatives)?” The audience 
consisted of several hundred software 
professionals, most of them employed 
in the areas of software quality, testing, 
and process management. Kalich had 
clearly given the topic a lot of thought 
and he warmed to the theme: “Don’t 
even bring me cost savings. Cost sav-
ings are nice, but they’re not what I’m 
really interested in.” He paused for 
emphasis. “Bring me revenue growth 
and you’ve got my ear. Bring me new 
value, new products, new customers, 
new markets: then you’ve got my atten-
tion, then you’ve got my support. Don’t 
bring me a good idea. Not interested.”

a http://www.qaiquest.org/chicago/index.html

sponsorship
Obtaining sponsorship for software 
development process changes is es-
sential. The first of Watts Humphrey’s 
Six Rules of Process Change is “start at 
the top”—get executive sponsorship 
for whatever change you are trying to 
make.1 Without solid and continu-
ing executive commitment to support 
changes they usually wither on the vine. 
But just how does a software quality 
professional get this support? Kalich 

and the other panelists were adamant 
that a good idea, even when supported 
by possible cost savings, just doesn’t 
cut it in the current economic climate.

What the panel was saying is that 
good ideas are just that. And cost re-
duction, while valuable, tends to be 
quite incompressible—once the first 
10%–20% of cost savings are achieved, 
further savings usually become in-
creasingly difficult to get. Reducing 
costs is like compressing a spring—it 
may require more and more energy for 
less and less movement.

I looked around the audience and, 
while there were nods of understand-
ing, there were also many blank stares 
as people tried to figure out: How can I 
turn my process initiative into a profit 
center? Making money is not a typical 
goal of process change as it is usually 
practiced which, according to the pan-
el, might be why it doesn’t always get 
the support it might.

But how to actually do it? That after-
noon, I attended a presentation that 
showed how it can be done, and what 
critical success factors are needed to 
make it work.

smartsignal
“Predictive Analytics is a really com-
plex data set,” said George Cerny, “our 
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ers are often in a paper format and are 
processed manually.

Cerny described this: “We realized 
early we had to test using virtual ma-
chines, but how could we test these? 
And how could we ensure scalability 
with both the numbers and the com-
plexities of environments and inputs?” 
To the testing group at SmartSignal 
test automation was clearly a good 
idea. But how to get sponsorship for 
this good idea?

Jim Gagnard, CEO of SmartSignal, 
put it this way: “We are a software com-
pany whose products measure quality 
and everything is at risk if we aren’t as 
good as we can be in everything we do. 
Leaders can help define and reinforce 
the culture that gets these results, but 
if it’s not complemented with the right 
people who truly own the issues, it does 
not work.”

Dave Bell, vice president of Appli-
cation Engineering and Stacey Kacek, 
vice president of Product Develop-
ment at SmartSignal, concurred. “We 
always have to be looking to replace 

systems predict the possible failure of 
commercial aircraft, power stations, 
and oil rigs sometimes weeks before 
a failure might actually occur.” Cerny 
is the quality assurance manager at 
SmartSignal,b an Illinois-based data 
analytics company. 

To manage predictive analytics, 
large and complex systems must be 
instrumented and enormous amounts 
of complicated data must be collected 
from many different sources: pumps, 
power meters, pressure switches, 
maintenance databases, and other 
devices. Sometimes data is collected 
in real time, sometimes it is batched. 
Simple data is monitored for thresh-
old conditions and complex interac-
tive data is analyzed for combinational 
conditions. The analysis system must 
recognize patterns that indicate the 
future possibility of component, sub-
system, or systemic failure and what 
the probability of that failure might 
be. And then it needs to report what 

b http://www.smartsignal.com

it finds. Sometimes these reports are 
large and detailed; sometimes they are 
urgent and immediate.

“But before all this happens, the 
analytic system must be set up.” Cerny 
said. “This setup was manual and 
data-entry intensive. A single power 
station might have hundreds of items 
of equipment that need to be moni-
tored. Each item might have hundreds 
of measurements that must be taken 
over short, medium, and long time-
frames. Each measurement might be 
associated with many similar or differ-
ent measurements on the same device 
or on other equipment.” The screen 
flashed with list after list of data items. 
“So how could we test this? How could 
we make sure the system works before 
we put it in?”

testing a system
Testing is the interaction of several 
knowledge-containing artifacts, as 
shown in the accompanying figure. 
Some of these artifacts must be in ex-
ecutable software form, but many oth-

knowledge-containing artifacts involved in testing.
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what people do manually with the 
automated version of the same,” said 
Kacek, “…once it works.” Bell added: 
“While the management team under-
stood the advantages of test automa-
tion and we all have an engineering 
background, we had to keep asking: 
how to get buy-in?” “Our driver was to 
find creative ways for our customers to 
make decisions, what we call ‘speed to 
value’” Kacek asserted.

some steps
Cerny described a few of the steps they 
took at SmartSignal to build their auto-
mated test system:

˲˲ Build to virtual machines and 
virtualization to isolate device depen-
dence;

˲˲ Start simply using comma delim-
ited scripts and hierarchical tree data 
views;

˲˲ Build up a name directory of func-
tions;

˲˲ Separate global (run in any envi-
ronment) from local variables;

˲˲ Keep object recognition out of 
scripts, use both static and dynamic 
binding; and 

˲˲ Initially automate within the de-
velopment team to prove the concept 
before moving to production.

test knowledge is 
system knowledge
These steps are typical engineering 
design actions anyone might take in 
automating testing or, indeed, in auto-
mating any process or any system. But 
in this case there was a difference.

“Asset configuration is a big issue 
in the power industry.” Cerny said in 
his presentation at Quest. “Imagine 
setting up a power station: what equip-
ment should go where? Which pumps 
are used and connected to which other 
equipment? Where are sensors to be 
placed? What is the ‘best’ configura-
tion of equipment that will most likely 
reduce the overall failure rate of the 
plant?”

The analytics test system is designed 
to prove the analytical system itself 
works. To do this, the test system must 
be set up (automatically, of course) to 
the appropriate target system configu-
ration. The normal test function is 
meant to show that the analytical sys-
tem will work as built for that particu-
lar target system. But what if we turn 

this around? What if we use our testing 
capability to find out what configura-
tion would show the lowest likely failure 
rate? Doing this allows field engineers 
and power plant designers to model 
different configurations of systems for 
least likelihood of failure before they 
actually build and install them.

The knowledge in the test system 
is the same as the knowledge in the 
target system. The knowledge of how 
to set up the test system is also the 
knowledge of how to set up the target 
production system. Automating this 
knowledge allows simulation of a sys-
tem before it is built.

a Really Good idea
This is what Jason Kalich and the panel 
at Quest were looking for. Automating 
the test system at SmartSignal ended 
up being not simply about speeding 
things up a bit, making the testers’ 
lives easier, or saving a few dollars. It 
was not just about cranking through a 
few more tests in limited time or reduc-
ing test setup, analysis, and reporting 
time. It became something different—
it became a configuration simulator 
and that’s a new product. 

If we automate knowledge in the 
right way, even internal software pro-
cess knowledge, it can be used in 
many different ways and it can even be 
used to create new functionality and 
new products that our customers will 
pay for. 

Now that’s a good idea. 
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Calendar 
of Events
January 17–20
the thirteenth australiasian 
Computing education 
Conference,
Perth QLD australia,
Contact: michael de Raadt,
email: deraadt@usq.edu.au      

January 22–26
fifth International Conference  
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embodied Interaction,
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Contact: mark D. Gross,
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January 25–28
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Yokohama, Japan,
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Contact: Kunihiro asada,
email: asada@silicon.u-tokyo.
ac.jp        

January 28–30
Global Game Jam,
multiple Locations (tBa),
Contact: Bellamy Gordon,
email: gordon@igda.org         
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fourth aCm International 
Conference on web Search and 
Data mining,
Kowloon, hong Kong,
Sponsored: SIGKDD, SIGmoD, 
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Contact: Irwin K. King,
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Contact: Ulfar erlingsson,
email: ulfar@yahoo.com      
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Kowloon, hong Kong,
Sponsored: SIGweB, SIGIR, 
SIGKDD, and SIGmoD,
Contact: Irwin K. King,
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